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This section describes the segment make,stack which is 
cal led by the Ga·-.cekeeper whenever it is necessary to create 
a stack in a given ring., and by the process initialization 
module to create the hard-core paged stack for a new process. 
The stack referrrd to here is one of the ltcall-save-return" 
stc;1cks which a process uses for ca 11 ing subroutines and. 
temporary storage. This stack is described in BD.1.00J 
the important fe,>.ture here is that there is one of these 
per ring, and whE1 never a ring is entered by a process 
for the first tin•e,. a new one must be created for that 
ring. Segment !!!5!k~stack wi 11 create and initialize such 
a stack. 

'· 

Calling.Seguence 

ca 11 makestc;,ck (ringno), 

dcl.ringno fixed bin, 

where ringno is the number of the ring for which the stack 
is to be created, 

Implementatign 

Segment makestack will place a pointer to the.stack in 
pdf$stacks + 2*ringno. The location. of the stack base 
can then be founc by accessing this location. The location 
in pdf$stacks for a stack which does not yet exist w111: 
contain a null pcinter. 

The following steps are taken by makestac,k: 
The new stack must have a name. The following convention 
has been established and declared: 

For a given protection ring_ LI (O< n < 63). the 
.,.( ca 11- s.x!ve• return) stack 1 s named < stack_n >, where 
· n· is a character string between, 00 and 63. 

Having created thr~ name,. makestack sets its validation 
leve 1 to ri nqn.s, by a ca 11 to leve 1 $set. It is now ready 
to call the file system primitive appenf to have a branch 
created for this stack in the Proc:ess b rectory., 
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call appendb ( dir., name., usermode., optsw.,max1., code); 

di r is the name of the process di rectory which is 

>process_di r_di r> concatenat~d with the resu 1 t of 
ca 11 ing unique_chars with the process id., 

,n,q,tng is the s tad:_n created above., 

usermode .. ls:.· ttt~ .·i1ccess mode of creator., and is 11 01011"b., 
• .. · which is re,::id-'write-append 

,opts11 = '00 ""b (see BG. 8. 02 if you want to know), 
... 

. ~ is the ·maximum length of the stack in 1024 word pages 
,. and. is,.equaJ to 255., one less than the. maximum 

a 1 :1 owab le; to he 1 p catch overflows., 

and cgde is ... fpr .. e:r.rors. 
. ,' ", ' ': i" • ~ :~ j . " : ". .. 

After the.return from appendb, makestack resets the validation 
level to its previous value. If an error is returned 
from appendb., makestacJi returns without altering the null 
pointer in pdf$stacks, and when this i~ discovered by 
the Gatekeeper., an error is detected. ~-

If the cal 1 is succesr,ful, estblseg must next be called 
to make the segment known. 

_,, ...... f '. _:: 1• :').. ~ ::, ''i ... 

ca 11 estb 1 SE:•.g (di r ,entry., segsw., segptr, uid,,optsw, 
slotlist.,code); 

dir is as before, 
., ·•. .·:, ~·, ,,. .. 

~n.to: J~ the .name .,'stack_n" as before, 

.segsw,: =0,: 

~gptr is a pointer tc,, the head of the segment, returned 
by estb1seg.. uid,.. qptsw~ and slotlist are returned as 
declared in BG.8.04., code is _for errors. · 

If estti 1~~~ ;et~r~~ ccrrect ly i rpakiest,ck will take the 
pointer returned and 1-:,ad it into pdf stacks. 

••''' 

The sta<ik ;n.lU;St· now; be fni'tialized. The first frame begins 
at sb'fs., ·.s·o·a·pointer.,to sbl8 is loaded at the base of 
the stack., sbfO. The forward and back pointers are then 
set in the first., frame: sbl8+16 = null; sbl8+18 = sbl8+32. 
The validation level (sbl3) is set equal to ringno. We 
now have an initialized stack for the ring designated 
by ringno. 


